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This invention relates to apparatus for produc 
ing decorative lighting effects and is an improve 
inent upon and carrying for Ward of the subject 
matter of my Patent No. 2,216,260, issued October 
1, 1940, for Decorative Lighting Apparatus, 
The main objects of the present invention are 

to provide an improved apparatus for producing 
moving and color-changing decorative patterns 
upon a light-reflecting or translucent screen that 
are directly influenced by sound variations; to 
provide an apparatus of this kind in which 
rhythmic color changes and movements of the 
decorative effects are so intimately related with 
Sound effects as to be lyric in character when 
effected by a musical composition; and to pro 
wide an improved form of apparatus that em 
bodies and is controlled by an amplifying electric 
circuit. 
A Specific embodiment of this invention is illus 

trated in the accompanying drawings in which: 
Figure i is a perspective view showing the gen 

eral arrangement of certain mechanical features 
of an apparatus for carrying out the invention in 
practice. 

Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram showing the se 
quential arrangement of various mechanical ele 
ments of an apparatus, such as is shown in Fig. 
1, for modifying and reflecting a beam of light 
from a filamentary light Source so as to cast a 
modified image of Such source upon a screen or 
Wall. 

Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the housing for 
the light Source having an iris Shutter for con 
trolling the size of the optical image-producing 
light-emitting aperture. 

Fig. 4 is a detail of a universal mounting for 
a concave mirror which directs the image toward 
the Screen. 

Fig. 5 is an illustrative form of vacuum-tube 
amplifying circuit arranged for controlling the 
various motor elements of the mechanical ap 
paratus so as to modify the projected image in 
rhythmic relation to sound effects produced by 
a phonograph or public address system, or picked 
up by a microphone. 
In the form shown in the drawings, the relay 

0 is powered by an alternating current source 
connected to the terminals through a rectifier 
tube 2 and under the control of an appropriate 
vacuum-tube amplifying circuit 3 for control 
ling the Supply of electric current to the relay 

(). The circuit 3 has its signal input controlled 
by a microphone 4 acting through transformer 
5 or by the terminals 6 which may be connected 

to the Sound sensitive circuit of a phonograph or 
public address system. 
AS Will be understood by those skilled in the 

vacuum tube art, other forms of vacuum-tube 
amplifying circuits might be substituted for the 
specific circuit 3 which is a two-stage amplify 
ing circuit including a triode 7 and a pentode 8. 
The filaments 9 of these tubes are shown apart 
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from the tube symbols for the purpose of clarify 
ing the circuit connections. 
The relay O is of the double-pole, double 

throw type equipped with multiple spring-urged 
switch arms 29, 2 and 22 arranged for opening 
and closing the circuits of motor elements that 
operate the various separate elements of the light 
projecting apparatus, as will be hereinafter de 
scribed. - 

Referring now to Figs. 1 and 2 in which the 
corresponding parts are indicated by correspond 
ing numerals, although these are shown in Sone 
what different shape and arrangement in the two 
views, the light source of Fig. 2 in an incandes 
cent lamp 2A, of which the filament 25 character 
izes the image that is to be thrown upon the 
screen. The housing 26 encloses the light source 
and is provided with a light-transmitting aper 
ture 2 controlled by an iris shutter 28 operated 
by a lever 29. 

In order to avoid over heating, the housing 26 
is provided with air vents covered by shields 3 
to prevent the escape of light therefrom. The 
beam of light, indicated by arrows 3, casts an 
image of the filament 25 upon the curved mirror 
32 which is tiited so as to transmit a reflected 
bean. 3. toward a screen or wall 33, which is 
either of light-reflecting character Or translu 
cent, according to the side from which the pro 
jected image is intended to be viewed. 

he image that is thrown upon the Screen by 
the reflected beam 3. is characterized by the 
form of the filament 25 but is enlarged and dis 
torted according to the form and disposition of 
the reflector 32. The reflecting mirrors are 
preferably concave and may be of spherical, 
parabolic, plane, cylindrical or conical curva 
tures, differing for varying the form of the image 
projected on the screen. In the diagrammatic 
view of Fig. 2, a plurality of such mirrors are 
mounted on a disk 34 which is rotated about a 
Wertical axis and lies in a plane at right angles 
to the beam 3 of light issuing from the source. 
These are arranged on the disk so as to pass in 
succession into the path of the light bean and 
are of different curvatures so as to modify the 
in age that is projected on the Screen. 
The disk 3á is rotated by a reversible notor 

35 thirough speed-reducing gearing 36. Motion 
of the disk is variable but slow. 
Means for producing different colors are pro 

vided in the form of a transparent disk 3 dis 
posed at right angles to the light beam 3 and 
rotated by a shaft 38 through speed-reduction 
gearing 39 driven by a motor 48. The disk 3 has 
mounted thereon a plurality of differently colored 
filter panels 4 also, preferably of different 
shapes in Somewhat kaleidoscopic relation to 
each other So that the exposure time of different 
colors may vary considerably. 

Interposed between the filter bearing disk and 
the Source of light, along the path of the beam 
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3, is an intersector plate 42 carried by an arm 
i3 pivoted on an axis A. so as to move horizOn 
tally back and forth, and this plate is provided 
With alternating opaque and transparent area.S 
so that in its movement, it will eclipse portions 
of the image-bearing light beam that is trans 
mitted to the screen and add an additional factOf 
of interest to the ultimate display. The an A3 
may be normally urged in one direction by a 
Spring 45 and urged in the opposite direction by 
Solenoid 46 that is sensitive to Sound variations, 
as will appear. 
The lever 29 which controls the iris diaphragin 

28 for enlarging and reducing the light aperture 
27 in the housing 26 is likewise normally urged 
in one direction by a spring A and pulled in the 
opposite direction to a variable extent by reas 
of the solenoid 48. 

In Operation the magnetic strength of the core 
of the relay C, being sensitive to the variations 
of current at the output end of the W3Cuira-tie 
amplifying circuit 3i, has a varying effect gon 
the Switches 2), 2 and 22 in Opposition to the 
Springs 49 and 5) So as to cause the airinature 
arms to SWing in a nanner Sensitive to the Souad 
signal that produces current, cila, ages in the 
Vacuum-tube amplifying circuit. 
These motors 35 and 40, by reason of their 

Speed-reduction gearing 3 and 39, turn the disks: 
34 and 3 at varying slow speeds. The Gotor 3. 
turns its disk in reverse directions according to 
the position of the SWitch arr). 2 as the IOEC 
49 runs or stops according to the position of the 
Switch arm 2 without reversal. The noto's 35 
and 49 are directly connected to the source of 
alternating current . 
According to the circuit shown in Fig. 5, the 

SWitch. arn 22 actuates the Solergids 43 and 3 
alternately as determined by the pull of the core 
of relay upon the Switch artin 22 opposing 
Spring 5, but the power terminals 5 and 52 of 
these solenoids 46 and 48 are connected to the 
output end of the amplifying circuit so that the 
movements produced by the Solenoids 6 and 43 
Will vary in degree, according to the sound in 
tensity at the Source of sound. The power ter 
minals 5 and 52 may, if desired, be connected to 
the line circuit of the power terminals , , in 
Which case the throw of the Solenoids is and 8 
Would be from One limit Of novement to the 
other'. 

In the dra Wings, the apparatus has been illus 
trated with respect to a single source of light, 
transmitted in a single beam from a single aper 
ture in the light housing; but it will be under. 
stood that several light beams from the same 
incandescent bulb might be simultaneously di 
rected from different apertures in different direc. 
tions. So as to pass through respectively different; 
portions of the disk 37 to different reflectors on 
the disk 3 to cast images simultaneously to dif. 
ferent parts of the Screen. Likewise, a bank of 
machines, such as are disclosed in Figs. 1 and 2, 
may be controlled by a single amplifying circuit 
inerely by connecting the notor elements to a 
Succession of machines in a in anner similar to 
that disclosed in my said patent. 
The usual commercial embodiment of this in 

wention includes a bank of raachines and is 
otherwise arranged to display a plurality of 
images upon the Screen. Each in age contin 
ously varies in form, dimensions and coior in 
tensity due to the motion of the Inachine ele 
ments controlled by the amplifying circuit. Each 
image On the Screen is a foWing naSS Of color 
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4. 
with light and shade and color changes traveling 
through it as if it were aflame. These OVe 
ments and variations of color intensity are in 
Synchronism with the decibel intensity of the 
sound that produces the signal current of the 
amplifying circuit. 
Thus, when the signal is a musical composition 

rendered by a vocalist, orchestra, phonograph 
record or the like, the images on the Screen seem 
to dance and SWir in rhythm with the Yusic, 
The light effects have the same temgo as the 

usic, visualizing the dance rhythm, Waltz 
rhythm, march rhythm, or whatever may be the 
heat or inflection of the Sound source that con 
trols the amplifying circuit. The resulting 
effects are almost indescribable and must be seen 
in conjunction with the hearing of the Sound in 
Order to be appreciated. 
Although but One Specific embodiment of this 

invention is herein shown and described, it will 
be understood that numerous details of the coin 
Struction shown may be altered or crinitted with 
O3, is2.iting from the Spirit of the investion as 
defined by the following claims. 

laiia: 
3. A decorative lighting apparatus (Oraprising 

, liigninous filiaisnent, of predeteranited form, 
i.e3.5 S for producing a bearin of light for project 
iing 22 inage of said filament on a remote area, a 

73 airror located for novement in the path 
beam of iight, for variably reflecting said 

3 of light, notor means operatively connected 
to Said initi'or for moving sanne, and sound sensi 
tive eieci.ical years operatively associated with 

Anotor means for varying the Rovenient of 
Riri'Or in predeterraies relation to the in 

tersity of Soulids affecting said sound Sensitive 
3.S. 

2. A decorative lighting apparatus, comprising 
2. luzninous fianent of predetermined shape, a 
Cui Wed mirror, means for projecting a beaim of 
light, Carrying an image of said filament to said 
iii'i'Or, rechalism. Connected to said railror for 
inoving Said mirror to reflect said bean of light 
in varying directions, a source of Sound, electri 
Cai Yotor means for operating said nechanism, a 
Source Of Current for Said electical motor nears, 
aid a, Sound sensitive vacuum tube amplifying 
circuit interposed between said source of current 
2nd electrical notor means adapted to way the 
Current to said notor means through variations 
in the Sound from said sound source. 

3. A decorative lighting apparatus comprising 
a filamentary light source, a housing therefor 
having an aperture for directing a bean of iight 
from Said Source, a Concave mirror positioned at 
a distance from said aperture in the path of said 
light beam for refecting an image of Said light 
Solice upon a Screen, an iris shutter adjacent 
said aperture for varying Sanhe, electrica, notor 
means operatively connected to said shutter for 
adjusting Same, and a sound Sensitive vaguin 
tube amplifying circuit operatively connected to 
said electrical motor neans for acuating said dia 
phragn in response to variations in intensity of 
sounds to which said amplifying cirguit is Sui). 
jected. 
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